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Abstract—With the recent advances of cloud computing, effective resource usage (e.g., CPU, memory or network) becomes an important question as application developers have to continuously pay for rented resources, even if they are not used effectively. In order to maintain required performance levels, it is currently common to reserve resources for peak resource usage or possible resource usage overlaps, if more than one task is executed on a host. While this is a reasonable approach for long-running applications or web servers, for some applications with disperse resource usage over time, this strategy causes significant over-provisioning and thus resource wastage and financial loss. In this paper we present a profiling-based task scheduling approach for factory-worker applications that schedules tasks within the defined resource limitations (e.g., existing machine memory size or network quota) and distributes the tasks in the cloud environment in order to use resources effectively. The evaluation of our approach approved the efficiency of the proposed algorithm and minimal performance overhead. In case of the evaluated application, the presented scheduling process leads up to 33% resource savings with only 1% of performance loss.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing brings new opportunities to developers and allows to simplify application scaling and resource provisioning. The benefits of cloud computing are widely recognized nowadays, but cloud computing is not a silver bullet and does not fit every use case. Even more, depending on the way it is used, the benefits and costs may differ dramatically. Cloud computing is a promising technological choice for companies that are struggling to keep up with resource-heavy, computation-intensive or high request rate application demands, but depending on the way the application is using the cloud, costs and performance may vary significantly.

In addition to the benefits of virtually unlimited on-demand storage and processing capacity, cloud users have to be aware of additional costs that might not be visible in the local data center or during local prototype development. For example, cloud resources are assumed to be always available and accessible on demand, but in reality starting up a virtual machine may take several minutes or fail entirely, the performance of two identical virtual machines may vary, and virtual machines can crash at any time. Cloud applications need to be equipped to handle such situations. One common solution to some of these issues is to predict application load and reserve resources before they are actually needed. However, it is not clear what the application should do in situations of rapid demand change or variable resource requirements. For example, to handle a brief resource-intensive task, it may be infeasible to start additional cloud hosts, schedule workload there, and shut them down immediately when a task is processed.

In this paper we tackle the question of efficient and elastic cloud resource usage. Usually, tasks executed within the cloud do not use resources (e.g., memory, CPU or network bandwidth) uniformly. Instead, over the task run, resource usage varies, causing usage peaks and valleys. In order to achieve effective and predictable execution times, developers have to reserve resources considering the maximum expected usage. This causes resource over-provisioning for, often significant, parts of the task execution time. If multiple tasks are to be processed on the same machine, resource over-provisioning is even higher, as developers have to reserve resources accordingly to the worst-case scenario, when resource usage peaks overlap. For instance, to process multiple tasks in the cloud, with a 1GB peak memory usage each, developers have to either use hosts with 1GB of RAM, and execute tasks sequentially on each host, or reserve machines with more memory, thus allowing parallel task execution. However, if this memory usage peak takes only a short period of the task processing time (e.g., during data serialization), while remaining memory usage is much lower, all reserved memory for that peak demand is wasted most of the time. Here, we present a cloud resource scheduling approach that allows effective resource usage for uniform tasks based on profiling data. We developed a scheduler that monitors task execution and constantly improves future resource usage estimations for each used host. These predictions allow the effective scheduling of subsequent tasks and forecasting when application should scale up or down, thus improving elastic system behavior in the cloud and optimizing resource usage. Additionally, the presented Scheduler aims to avoid overlapping peak resource usages of tasks, hence allowing to run more tasks in parallel on the same virtual machine.

Different types of applications require different approaches to scaling and monitoring. The scheduling approach proposed in this paper is most useful for factory-worker applications (also known as the producer-consumer pattern, and strongly
related though not identical to the master-slave pattern \cite{5}). In factory-worker, a single host or a set of hosts (named “factory” hosts) create tasks while a (typically large) number of worker hosts process them. This architectural pattern is commonly used in situations where the system has to process a set of tasks generated from user requests or by splitting the bigger problem into smaller chunks. Applications designed this way often achieve high scalability and performance while keeping interaction code simple. These advantages make the factory-worker architectural pattern a common choice for applications that run in a distributed environment or the cloud. Another distinctive feature of factory-worker systems is that the set of possible tasks is usually homogeneous or limited. This allows predicting future resource usage basing on previously gathered profiling data. This characteristic makes the scheduling approach presented in this paper particularly useful for factory-worker applications.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the motivational application that illustrates the need for a resource usage-aware scheduling algorithm. Section III describes research related to our work and how it is different from our approach. Afterwards, in Section IV we present a resource-aware scheduling algorithm, which is the core contribution of this paper. This algorithm is consequently evaluated on the sample application in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in the Section VI.

II. Motivating Scenario

The “Large Hadron Colider” (LHC), built by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), is considered as “one of the great engineering milestones of mankind” \cite{6} and allows physicists to test predictions of particle and high-energy physics. While this project solves important problems in physics, it generates some interesting challenges for computer science, big data and distributed computing as well \cite{7}. One of these challenges is a problem of image processing, that deals with images that are being captured during collision experiments. During each particle collision experiment, 100-megapixel cameras take 40 million pictures a second, producing 1 petabyte (PB) of image data per second \cite{7}. As the experiments that cause these measurements are periodic and require significant time of preparations and equipment testing, this challenge is a suitable use case for cloud computing. Instead of continuously operating a sizable data center \cite{7}, CERN can rent the required amount of cloud machines on demand, only when resources for image processing are necessary.

This task is a specific instance of the more general pattern of a factory-worker application, as discussed above (see Figure 1). While we do not have any specific information on the resource usage of the image processing algorithms used by CERN, we can assume that processing of a similar set of images should produce similar resource usage patterns. Additionally, we can assume that the resource usage is also not uniform over the entire time of processing a single image (e.g., there may be significant network bandwidth usage at the beginning and at the end of the execution, and memory spikes for image decoding). Therefore, when the tasks are to be scheduled to the cloud infrastructure, resources have to be reserved considering the worst-case scenario (that all images handled by a host are e.g., in the decoding phase at the same time), causing resource over-provisioning. This is illustrated by Figure 2 for memory usage. In this paper we consider an approach for improving such scenarios, achieving more effective resource usage without significant performance loss.

![Figure 1: LHC experiment results processing application using cloud infrastructure](image)

![Figure 2: Host Memory usage in case of memory peaks overlapping](image)

III. Related Work

Effective scheduling in cloud computing domain is a vital topic, as it influences dramatically the overall performance of the application as well as resource usage, which is clearly important since the pay-as-you-go model is an intrinsic feature of cloud computing \cite{11}. However, research in the area of cloud scheduling is mainly focused on QoS \cite{8}, \cite{9}, \cite{10} cost-awareness \cite{11}, \cite{12}, \cite{13}, \cite{14}, \cite{15} or SLA-conformance \cite{12}, \cite{16}, \cite{17}. Each of these approaches operates on higher levels of business requirements and service quality, rather than effective resource usage, as the one presented in this paper. Relatively new, but nevertheless a quite prominent topic in cloud computing is energy-efficiency or “green” scheduling \cite{18}, \cite{19}, \cite{20}, \cite{21}, that focuses more on effective power usage and operation in data centers or application adaptation in order to require a minimal amount of resources. Another scheduling approach that focuses more on reliability and guaranteed task completion in faulty environments is redundant scheduling \cite{22}, \cite{23}, \cite{24}.

From the perspective of profiling, in the cloud computing domain it is common to use it in order to develop elastic applications \cite{25}, \cite{26}, \cite{27} that adapt themselves to varying loads. This is usually treated in a broader way than the approach presented in this paper: usually profiling is used to
determine under-utilized or over-utilized machines, in order to balance existing load or manage the amount of used resources.

IV. RESOURCE-AWARE TASK SCHEDULER

In this section we describe our scheduling approach and explain how it achieves the outlined goals.

A. Resource Types and Control Limitations

At first, before diving into the details of our approach, it is necessary to discuss the nature of different computational resources and possible ways to control their usage. On the highest level of abstraction, cloud-provided computational resources (see Table I) can be divided into two classes: competitive and cumulative.

On the one hand, cumulative resources can be profiled and predicted relatively easily and confidently. For example, if memory allocation is required and we are handling multiple tasks in parallel, we can assume that the total amount of used memory is the sum of each task usage. However, it is not trivial to reduce cumulative resource usage at a specific point of time. For example, when some task will need more memory than available in the system, we cannot reduce memory usage of other tasks, therefore, we have to suspend our task until total memory usage decreases. Additionally, whenever we suspend the execution of a task, the usage of cumulative resources remains constant (i.e., the usage of cumulative resources does not decrease when suspending a task), limiting the effectiveness of task suspension for such resources.

On the other hand, competitive resources are easy to manage with task suspension and resuming. For example, when we approach some timing-critical CPU-intensive computation stage of one task, we can suspend other tasks on the same host and thus ensure that all computational resources are allocated to the critical task. However, competitive resources usage profiling is not as predictable as for cumulative resources. For example, when two tasks are competing over the CPU of a virtual machine, their execution time is hardly predictable because of concurrency issues.

Additionally, we need to keep in mind that resource usage on application level is not entirely predictable in practice. For instance, some requests or request sequences can significantly influence the overall usage and productivity of some resource. For example, database queries of different complexity can take different amounts of time. If concurrent requests work with completely distinctive parts of a database, an execution may significantly slowdown due to the frequent cache misses. Such behavior is hard to predict during profiling, therefore, our prediction system relies on a profiling error correction system, which improves prediction accuracy over time.

B. Approach Overview

The system we present in this paper provides fine-grained scalability and adaptability of the application as decisions are based on the actual application behavior and current activities, instead of general resource usage trends as utilized in related approaches [28], [29], [30], [31]. This is achieved by using a specifically designed distributed profiling solution that allows to collect runtime information from the distributed application in the key points of task execution. The global overview of the task scheduling and execution process is presented in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Overview of the profiling-based scheduling approach](image)

To have current and accurate information on application behavior from each used worker (cloud host), the application is monitored via a special Profiling System. The Profiler is running within the application on each used cloud node and collects the information necessary for scaling decisions. Currently, this information includes memory usage by objects related to the tasks executed on this node and CPU usage of the machine. Extension to other types of resources is part of our ongoing work. This information is matched to the tasks executed on this node and their progress, either via push notifications sent by the task that is being executed, or after each task is finished. This system is mainly responsible for information collection, but also handles starting and suspending tasks, in order to prevent overlapping to avoid peak load aggregation. All profile-data processing and the creation of task schedules is happening in a separate Scaling System, which is a conceptually independent component that collects and uses information from Profiling Systems on the workers. The Scaling System is a central planner for our approach, and can be easily deployed to a separate cloud host to not interfere with the worker's performance.

C. Resource Profiling

As described above, the Scaling System relies on resource usage information obtained from profiling previous runs of similar or identical tasks. During each task execution, the Profiling Systems are collecting resource usage traces and periodically send this information to the Scaling System. For a profiled task $\tau$ we measure current usage or usage delta ($u_\tau$) of each resource ($\forall \rho \in P$). Therefore, the task execution trace...
(U) is a mapping of resource usage measurements to the time when the measurement was performed for each measurement point \(0..n\), as shown in Equation \(1\).

\[
U = \forall \rho \in P, \forall i \in [0..n] : < t_i, u_i > \tag{1}
\]

This trace information, for each resource, can be visually represented as in Figure \(4\) (the figure exemplifies a trace for memory usage).

![Figure 4: The measured memory usage profile for a specific task execution](image)

After receiving multiple of these task execution traces, the Scaling System can build an estimated average task execution profile \(I_{\tau, \rho} \equiv \{ t_0; U_0 \}, (t_{\tau, \rho, 0} \ldots t_{\tau, \rho, n}) \) by averaging collected traces \(U\). After \(x\) executions \(e\) of a task of type \(\tau\), we hence end up with \(x\) traces for each resource \(\rho\), which we describe via a set \(U_{\tau, \rho} = \{ U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_x \}\). Each resource usage trace may be not completely accurate and may represent only partial information or may provide distorted data due to external system activity, network problems, or other unpredictable events. To improve the predicted profile, all separate traces must be compared and analyzed to minimize side-effects and minimize statistical errors.

For example, for memory execution profile \(\rho = \text{memory}\), a statistically plausible way to build the average is to take the arithmetic mean of all traces for each point in time \(t\), as shown in Equation \(2\). As the calculation of each point is generally independent, the algorithm does not have to wait for the whole trace to become available (e.g., wait for all executions to finish). Instead, the average execution profile can be calculated and further improved with each new measurement point of next task executions \(u_i \in U_{\tau, \rho}\), if the measured value diverges from the predicted one more than a configured error rate \(\xi\).

The graphical representation of trace averaging is shown in Figure \(5\).

\[
I_{\tau, \rho} \equiv \forall t \in [t_0; t_n] : I_{\tau, \rho, t} = \frac{\sum_{U = U_1, U_t}}{x} \tag{2}
\]

This estimated profile allows to predict the future load for new tasks of type \(\tau\). Therefore, if the scheduling infrastructure knows the current execution point of each task on a specific worker in the system, the Scaling System is able to estimate the future load of each worker and to adapt the task execution schedule to fit the required resource usage limitations within each host.

![Figure 5: Averaging of measured memory usages to obtain aggregated memory usage profile](image)

### D. Resource Profiling Modes

From an implementation point of view, profiling can be performed in active or passive mode. In passive mode, profiling is happening seamlessly to the profiled application. The Profiling System is configured to perform resource measurements in fixed intervals and has no knowledge of the profiled task execution state. This approach gives more freedom to profiled application developers as it does not require any awareness of task profiling. However, it does not provide fine-grained profile information, and may miss some resource usage spikes or misinterpret an application profile because of the interpolation of periodical measurements (see Figure \(6\)). For example, if a task is periodically acquiring and releasing memory, profiling may provide some random memory usage curve because measurements happened on different stages of the periodic process. While an aggregated task profile should improve after multiple task executions, the passive mode is still more appropriate for resources that do not exhibit significant short-term spikes and profiling long-running tasks that only gradually vary their resource usage.

In situations when passive profiling is not appropriate or shows insufficient results, the active profiling mode should be used. In this mode, the profiled task is actively triggering the Profiling System to measure resource usage at crucial execution points. This allows obtaining a context-aware resource usage profile that exposes actual task behavior, leading to more confident and reliable scheduling actions. However, this approach has more impact on application performance, requires full awareness of developers and often needs some amount of iterations to achieve required granularity. It is preferable for short-running tasks or applications with short resource usage spikes that can be missed in passive profiling mode. Another important benefit of active profiling is that it allows the Profiling System to suspend task execution on profiling points. This opens up additional scheduling possibilities for the Scaling System, allowing for better resource usage results. In case of passive profiling, task executions, once started, cannot be suspended in our system.
E. Task Scheduling

Whenever the Profiling System on any worker reports host resource usage (see Figure 7), it also includes information about the execution progress of each currently running task. This allows to scale and align executions of multiple tasks from multiple machines to one Aggregated Resource Profile for each distinctive task type existing in the profiled application (see Figure 5). In addition, this profile is further refined to correspond to new measurements, thus improving the overall quality of prediction and adapting the Aggregated Profile if resource usage changes gradually over time.

Based on the currently available profiling data and the task execution state of each worker, the Scaling System can construct resource usage predictions for each worker. These predictions play a key role in the process of scheduling new tasks. Every time one or more new tasks need to be scheduled, the Scaling System constructs the current prediction for each worker and tries to schedule each new task to start as soon as possible. Generally, the scheduling problem is isomorphic to the well-studied bin-packing problem, which is known to be an NP-hard problem\textsuperscript{32}. Hence, our scheduling approach is currently based on a heuristic greedy algorithm. We consider other implementations, for instance, based on evolutionary algorithms\textsuperscript{33} in our future research.

In order to formally define our scheduling goal, we need to define some additional preliminaries. The algorithm schedules instances of different types of tasks ($\tau_i \in T$), where each type of task $T$ has known or previously measured expected resource usage profiles for each profiled resource $\rho \in P$ ($\forall \rho \in P : I_\rho$), as explained in Section \textsc{LvC}. Additionally, each type of the tasks has an expected duration ($d_T$), which is the minimal constraint for each task instance execution time ($t_0 \geq t_f$). The expected task execution time ($t_f$) is determined during the scheduling process and is caused by delays because of inter-task competition over computational resources or deliberate task suspension. Each profiled resource $\rho_s$ on each cloud host $h_i \in H$ has an usage limitation $\rho_s'$, after which either task execution slows down due to competition with concurrent tasks for competitive resources, or the application runs out of available resources and crashes for cumulative resources (e.g., with an OutOfMemoryError for Java applications). Additionally, if some obtained cloud resource is not utilized above some boundary value $\rho_{b_i}$, the corresponding host is assigned a penalty $p_{b_i}(\rho_s, \rho_{b_i})$. Based on this formal model, our scheduling approach aims to minimize the total task processing time after the initial startup time $t_0$, while keeping resource wasting (as captured via penalties) as low as possible (see Equation \textsc{lvC}). Effective resource usage and task execution time often represent conflicting choices, hence, application developers can additionally specify which of these criteria is more important via the coefficients ($A, B$).

$$S = A \sum_{h_i \in H} (\sum_{\rho_s \in P} (p_{b_i}(\rho_s, \rho_{b_i}))) + B(\max(t_f - t_0) \rightarrow \min \ (3))$$

The greedy scheduling approach is shown in Figure 8. First, the Scaling System sorts all new tasks in correspondence to their deadline (sooner first) and expected resource usage (larger tasks first). This allows to schedule and run more prioritive and demanding tasks sooner while there are more scheduling options available (less tasks currently running or scheduled). After this ordering, for each new task, an appropriate host and starting time is selected. To do this, the Scheduler tries to determine how soon current task can be started on each available host, while satisfying all defined resource usage constrains. This is done by including the current task into the execution plan of the host and detecting if any resource constraint was violated. If this is the case, the Scheduler tries to postpone the task further by moving only the first point when the resource constraint was hit. If the required delay for this point is found, a new schedule is calculated using the newly shifted startup time. Note that the scheduling algorithm cannot use the current time as task startup time, as it has to postpone the current task for at least the amount of time required to transfer the task over the network to the worker and start the execution there. This time is a parameter of our approach, and can be either measured on startup (e.g., via the round-trip of packet of appropriate size plus task initialization time), detected by observing previous scheduling results, or preconfigured by the application developer. Additionally, if the
A task arrives to the host later than it was scheduled, the task is returned back to the Scheduler for re-scheduling. After a worker and task startup time is defined by the heuristic, the task is sent directly to the worker for execution to not miss the scheduled start time.

One additional scheduling technique available to the Scheduler if active profiling is used, is task suspension. The task that is being scheduled can be suspended at developer-defined points of execution to allow other tasks to pass their resource usage pikes, therefore allowing to fit task execution within the resource constraint even in situations when a non-suspending Scheduler would need to postpone the task startup time after a resource usage peak.

F. Task Scheduling and Cloud Elasticity

If the task execution plan is filled for a long time ahead (longer than the startup time of a new virtual machine in the cloud), and there are more tasks to schedule, the Scheduler starts a new machine and assigns tasks to the new worker. Additionally, new hosts can be configured to start sooner than existing capacity limits are reached. This may increase task execution performance, but may cause hosts to be under-utilized for some time if there will not be enough tasks to load all available resources. To allow scaling down in situations where there is no sufficient load coming to fill running workers, the Scheduler has a set of penalties for not utilized resources on each host. Whenever the currently reported host usage is lower than a defined boundary (e.g., 50%), the host is getting a penalty score that is considered during scheduling. Hosts with lower penalty are considered first, even if the task can be scheduled slightly later on them (the cost of the penalty in comparison to scheduling delay is configured on startup). This allows to free unnecessary workers and shutdown them if there is insufficient load to use effectively all available hosts.

V. Evaluation

We evaluate the main claims of the paper based on an implementation of the illustrative example sketched in Section II, which shows how memory usage profile can be altered using active profiling. The main goal of our evaluation is to demonstrate how the approach presented in this paper may be used for optimizing resource usage in cloud computing.

A. Evaluation Setup

Our evaluation application is based on the motivation example presented in Section II. It creates a set of image-processing tasks based on the actual collision data, captured by the ALICE detector. As each task applies the same image processing algorithms to the different images of the same size, each task resource usage follows the same execution profile, as shown in Figure 9. This conforms with our algorithm restrictions and allows us to use the presented approach to control application execution. In order to perform a fair comparison and clearly show the impact of active scheduling, all tasks are executed twice: once without any execution control and once with active execution control, based on previously calculated resource usage profiles. In our evaluation application, we focus on memory usage as computational resource. This allows us to simplify the demonstration application and to achieve better reproducibility of results. Thus, the main goal of our evaluation is to show that active profiling allows keeping resource usage under specified boundaries, while not significantly reducing application performance.

We developed an image processing application implemented in C++, which uses the Clmg open-source image processing library. It consists of (1) a scheduling system, that has to generate and schedule tasks to execute, (2) a profiling system, that profiles task execution process, reports memory usage to the Scheduler and controls task overlapping in order
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Figure 10: Evaluation Results

(a) Full application execution without any means of resource usage control

(b) Memory profile captured using the prototype scheduling system

In our future work, we plan to continue working on profile-based task scheduling in order to decrease usage complexity and internal knowledge required. Particularly, we plan to explore abilities to automatically consider costs and penalties of resource usage violations in comparison to task deadline violations. Additionally, we consider the usage of aspect-oriented programming in order to simplify task profiling and execution control. Furthermore, we plan to investigate alternative scheduling approaches that might increase scheduling performance, while slightly loosening guarantees of the best possible scheduling plan, what is often desirable in real-world applications. Finally, we plan to integrate the presented
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B. Evaluation Results

From the single task execution profile (Figure 9), it is clearly visible that the task contains a single significant memory usage spike at the beginning of each execution. This spike is caused by the need to open a large image file in order to determine and select the area interesting for further processing. As it was said before, the execution of such tasks in a cloud environment requires from developers to reserve at least the amount of memory equal to the sum of worst-possible scenarios of possible concurrent task executions. In our case, developers have to reserve at least 120MB of RAM for each concurrent execution. This hypothesis is validated by our baseline task execution, during which all tasks were concurrently executed in 4 available threads without any execution control. The results are shown in Figure 10a. This figure demonstrates that while generally the application requires only about 200MB of RAM, at times of overlapping spikes we require between 300MB to 450MB. Thus, while we have to reserve every time at least 500MB of RAM for such execution schedule, most of the time these resources are not actually used.

In order to improve this situation, we run the same tasks controlled by a prototype of the Scheduler presented in this paper, which was configured to keep memory usage below 300MB. Execution results are shown in Figure 10b. As can be seen, the Scheduler produced a memory usage that is much more homogeneous and constant. This allows us reserving less resources or permitting more parallel task executions, depending on the resources available and application goals. Additionally, the application execution time did not increase significantly. While our scheduled execution used 33% less memory, it only took 1% more time to complete the same execution sequence. Therefore, we can state that this shows that the performance penalty of such task execution control itself is insignificant. Note, that it is important to understand that, in general case, the overall performance effect heavily depends on the executed task profile, the amount of high resource usage spikes and the configured resource usage boundaries.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While cloud computing brings the ability to acquire and release resources according to application needs, common resource usage patterns may lead to resource over-provisioning and wastage. In this paper, we focused on a specific subset of cloud computing applications that consist of known sets of uniform tasks with non-uniform resource usage patterns. In order to optimize resource usage, we provided a task scheduling and execution approach based on task execution profiles and resource usage restrictions, defined by application developers. We introduced the core components and concepts of profile-based scheduling and evaluated our approach on an illustrative example application. Our results indicate that the presented approach allows controlling the resource usage of an application, while not influencing drastically the overall performance in the context of the example application.
scheduling approach with our Cloud middleware JCloudScale, as introduced in [34], [35].
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